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Energy labels have become a common sight within homes these days, seen
predominantly on fridges, dishwashers and other white goods. They have been
designed to show you how efficient a product is before you buy it, helping you to
reduce the total energy consumption of your home.
Since September 26th 2015, it has been a mandatory requirement for all new
or replacement heating installations to be supplied to you with a completed
energy efficiency label. This is something your heating installer should be able
to provide for you when they hand over your completed heating system.
The label rates products from A+++ to G (A+++ being the most efficient to G
being the least efficient) and they show the total energy consumption and other
relevant information such as noise levels and heat output rating.
The Vaillant ecoTEC plus 838 boiler has been awarded the Which? Best Buy for 2015.

About the label
Do I need to do anything to receive the label?
No, all manufacturers and installers
are responsible for ensuring you have
the relevant energy label for products
installed since September 26th 2015.

This will be clear to see on, or left with
the product, but if you can’t find the
label, please contact your installer who
installed the product.

Do I need to keep the label with the boiler?
Yes, we recommend that you keep all
your boiler certification, such as the
boiler benchmark book, guarantee

The labels will normally
look something like this:
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registration documents and your
energy label certificates together, as
these may be required at a later date.

Does this mean I can save more money on my
heating bills?
As well as its efficiency, the way a
product is used will influence how
much energy it ultimately uses.
Boilers, for example, work harder than
most home appliances and through
the colder months can be on for most

of the day. By installing a highly rated,
energy efficient boiler compared to
a 15-year-old inefficient boiler, you
can save up to 30% on your energy
consumption, therefore saving you
money on your fuel bills.*

*Potential savings are all based on replacing an older G rated appliance with a new ecoTEC boiler, and are shown for illustration
purposes only. To obtain accurate information on possible savings for your home, seek the advice of a Gas Safe registered installer.

If you have any questions on energy labelling or how it might affect you,
contact your local heating installer who will be able to advise.
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